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High insulation foam core

Stable timber inner frame

UPVC composite rail

Reinforcing

Outer frames are available
in 70mm (White,White Foil, Rose 
on White, Rose on Rose,
Oak on White and Oak on Oak.

Coloured Weatherbars

Strong through colour fibreglass facing

Building regulation part ‘M’ thresholds 
available in gold & silver. Options are 12mm, 

24mm and 25mm Aluminium
and 67mm UPVC.

Option of cills

welcome to
At Doorsmart we utilise the latest advances in composite door technology to offer our 
customers the very best in design and quality.

door construction
The doors are constructed by bonding high impact fibreglass outer skins to composite rails 
surrounding an inner core of very high thermally efficient
insulating foam (CFC free).

The inner core also acts as
a superior soundproofing
agent.

Every Doorsmart door 
is individually made to 

measure to ensure a 
perfect fit. Our product 

range includes the most 
popular door designs 

in both solid or glazed 
versions.

All doors featured in
this brochure have

been manufactured
by Doorsmart.

Doorsmart...
The smart
choice
for any
home.

The GRP fibreglass door leaf is
crack resistant, has a high
dent resistance and will not
warp, twist or bow.

Colour is introduced into the
fibreglass during manufacture,
making a unique through
colour facing which requires
little maintenance and is
highly durable - truly a door
for the future.

With a choice of 7 colours
and 22 styles, we offer an
outstanding range. 

A selection of glazing options
are shown but many more are
available to view on our
website: www.doorsmart.co.uk
Every effort will be made to
accommodate special
requirements.

Take a look at the choice of
top quality door furniture and
locks, adding elegance with
a high level of security.

Our policy is to manufacture a composite door of the highest specification and quality 
and to provide a personal service to meet the needs of our customers.

At Doorsmart we deliver all of our own products direct to your chosen destination offering 
that personal touch.

Secured by Design

PAS 23 & 24

BM TRADA

BM TRADA
enhanced security

Door sets PAS 23 & 24

Strong

Durable

CFC free insulating foam

Superior thermal insulation

Enhanced sound proofing

Easy clean surface

Superior appearance

No need for painting or staining

GRP door leaf
tested to the
highest standards
of performance.
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Strong, durable and designed to add
elegance to your home with a high level of security.

newark
and tutbury
At Doorsmart we marry the classic appearance of 
timber doors with the high performance of modern 
technology.

Construction methods ensure that they will never rot, 
warp, or swell and will keep their good looks with just 
an occasional wipe over.

All our doors have superior thermal insulation levels 
compared to wooden doors which means they 
conserve heat and energy. The inner core also acts 
as a soundproofing agent.

The beauty of traditional  timber appearance
with low maintenance technology.

Every Doorsmart door is individually 
made to measure with a choice 
of charming styles to suit
every taste.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

Newark

hopton

Tutbury Glass - Obscure

Tutbury Glass - Mackintosh Rose

Tutbury Glass - Obscure

Glass - Crystal Star

Glass - Crystal Star

Glass - Simplicity

Glass - Crystal Circle
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Secure, tasteful and virtually
maintenance free, an elegant choice.

Stunning panelled doors keep
out the very worst of the British weather.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

dudley
and chartley
The Dudley and Chartley styles are a 
popular choice, allowing rays of light 
into your hallway. 

The Dudley offers more privacy for those 
requiring less light and glass.

There are plenty of options to make 
the Dudley or Chartley your unique 
entrance.

Choose your door style, your colour, your glass 
and furniture  to create your very own personal 
entrance.

Protecting your home from intruders is a priority for 
any home owner. The Doorsmart range has  been 
designed to ensure your home remains safe.

The Helmsley is a stylish option which offers 
maximum light into your home.

Manufacturing to a consistently high standard 
Doorsmart provides a door that is easy to install 
and has an excellent service life.

helmsley and 
beeston

Helmsley Glass - 18mm Georgian Bar Beeston Georgian Glass - Obscure

Dudley Glass - Elegance

Chartley Glass - Fleur

Dudley Glass - Fleur

Dudley Glass - FleurChartley Glass - Obscure

Helmsley Glass - Clear
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Manufactured to the highest standard.
Spectacular glazing

adds the finishing touch.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

Our best seller the Kenilworth, is the perfect entrance 
door, allowing sunlight to shine through into your 

home, reflecting your chosen glass design.kenilworth

Glass - RBD 35

Glass - RBD 35 Black Diamonds

Glass - Fleur Glass - Bevel Diamonds

Glass - Coloured Diamonds

Glass - Sandblast Border

Glass - Fleur Glass - RBD 35
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Special look.Special designs.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

Glass - RBD 35 Red Diamonds
Glass 
RBD 35
Blue Diamonds

Glass - Square Lead

Glass - English Rose Glass - Prairie Glass - Crystal Star
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Inspiring new ideas.

Doorsmart Sash Doorlites - The Doorsmart Sash Doorlite is a revolutionary design that can be 
incorporated into our Helmsley door design.

Ideal for use in back doors situated in kitchens
where extra ventilation is needed. The doorlite
also comes with an integral black fly screen,
to keep those summer bugs away.

A Georgian bar effect has been encapsulated
between the panes of glass. Simple controls ensure
easy operation.

Doorsmart Blind Doorlites

The Venetian blind is encapsulated between the glass to provide a
zero maintenance blind that needs no cleaning.
The blind can be raised, tilted and lowered using unobtrusive
fingertip controls.

Quality, design & strength.

WHITEROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

chirk
The Chirk stable door is an elegant choice 
developed using the most secure lock and 
roller latch system on the market today.
A rack bolt joins the two halves together and 
are sealed using rebated centre door seals.

windsor
Glazing can add that perfect finishing touch, whether you 
choose a classic lead style, an intricate stained glass pattern 
or a decorative etched design.

The beautiful arch of the Windsor compliments your chosen 
glass design perfectly.

Glass - Fleur

Stable doors. ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

Glass - RBD 35
Green Diamonds

Glass - RBD 35 Glass - RBD 35
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door styles For wider entrances we offer glazed and un-glazed 
side panels to match door designs in Windsor, 
Kenilworth and Warwick door styles.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK
Our frame options also include fixed lights in both square and arch formats.

Minimum width - 830mm

Maximum width - 1020mm

Minimum height low Ali threshold - 1978mm

Maximum height low Ali threshold - 2091mm 

Maximum height UPVC threshold - 2120mm

(All doors are 
white internally).

French doors.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

pembroke
The Pembroke french door range offers an alternative to 
properties requiring larger entries. As standard the three 
point locking mechanism has achieved PAS023/024 and 
Secured by Design approval. Doorsmart is at the forefront 
of composite french door technology.

Endless choice.

(All sizes do not include extensions or cills)

Parameters:

Portland Kenilworth KenilworthLincoln

Dudley/
Georgian

Beeston

Orford Lincoln Berwick Portland Portland 2 Skipton Warwick

Beeston/
Georgian

Windsor Kenilworth Helmsley Helmsley/
Georgian

Bedford

Chartley Dudley Newark Tutbury Hopton Portchester

Warwick with side panels Windsor with side panelsWhittington
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Door furniture.

Glazing options.

Whether you choose a knocker, spy hole, letterplate or numerals we can manufacture your 
very own unique entrance.

GoldSatin

Satin bronzeBlack

The Doorsmart range offers the highest levels of security.

The Multipoint Locking System with opposing hooks and dead bolts has been rigorously 
tested and has proven to reach the highest standard with the police preferred accreditation 
Secured by Design. Doorsmart offers complete peace of mind.

All of our doors are fitted 
with fully adjustable 
hinges and keeps.

Our unique range.

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

GREEN

RED

WHITE

BLACK

OAK

Unique
Create your own unique door design here at Doorsmart. Use the 
Berwick door, then choose any of the door apertures (Glazing 
parts) from page fifteen and create your own personal design. 
Four examples are shown below

High security locking.

Secured by Design
PAS 023/ 024.

Opposing Hooks &
Dead Bolts.

Available in White
or Brown.

Unique Face
Plated Finish.

Dudley Glazing Options

Tutbury Glazing Options

Letterplates

Substantial solid die cast letterplates with
elegant styling.
Fully spring loaded for easy use.
Fully weather sealed to provide a draft
free environment.
Available in gold, chrome, satin, 
bright bronze, satin bronze, black or white.
Frame and flap are colour matched.

Our standard and
slim line knockers are available with
spyholes to meet safety & security needs.
All urn knockers are available in gold,
chrome, satin, bright bronze, satin bronze,
black or white.

Knockers

Doorsmart offers a comprehensive choice 
of door furniture to add the perfect finishing 
touch.

Lever / lever.
Lever pad.
Available in gold, chrome, satin,
bright bronze, satin bronze, black or white.
Beautiful solid die cast handles with
elegant looks.
All handles are spring assisted for smooth,
trouble free action.
Latch retention Snib facility also available.

Handles

White

Crystal BohemiaAbstractCrystal StarPrairieFleur

EleganceColoured Diamond Makintosh RoseClarityMurano

MuranoColoured DiamondFleurInspirationElegance

Crystal Bohemia Prairie Brilliant Crystal StarRoyle

Additions

Security chains are
available in:
chrome & gold.
Numerals & Letters
are available in all 
7 colours.
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Glazing options.Glazing options.

Our intricate soldered lead patterns are specially designed to complement your chosen 
door. All film colours can be changed to match you door colour.

Kenilworth, Warwick & Windsor glazing options

Beeston & Helmsley glazing options. (Also available as an arched design). 

Chartley glazing options

Hopton glazing options

Portland & Lincoln glazing options

Whittington & Bedford glazing options

Glass - RBD 54 in BlackKaraCrystal StarFleurAbstractCrystal BohemiaFlores

Fleur Crystal Star MuranoCrystal HarmonyCrystal BohemiaElegance

Fleur Crystal StarCrystal HarmonyCrystal BohemiaElegance Coloured Diamond

Coloured DiamondElegance Inspiration Crystal Harmony Crystal StarFleur

Elegance Venetia Fleur Mackintosh Rose Murano

Crystal BohemiaCrystal StarRBD 54RBD 35RBD 31

RBD 33RBD 60English RoseClarityCrystal Harmony

SimplicityRoylePrairieBrillianceAbstract

Diamond CutColour DiamondBevel Diamond Torcello Fusion Lead

Glass - English Rose Glass - Crystal Harmony Glass - RBD 35 Blue Diamonds

Glass - FleurFlores Scotia Andaman Scotia Andaman Flores

Glass images are reproduced by kind permission of Pilkington Plc and Regalead & Distinction Doors. Symbols and names are trademarks of both Pilkington Plc and Regalead & Distinction Doors.

Backing Glass Options
After choosing your design, select a backing glass. Either a traditional obscure or an oriel obscure design.
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Restrictions in the printing process mean we are unable to guarantee exact colour matches of products featured in this brochure. Doorsmart reserves the right to make changes to specifications on the basis of research and development of products.

Unit D1, Guy Motors Industrial Park, Park Lane, Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV10 9QF.
TEL 01902 729104  FAX 01902 729105  EMAIL enquiries@doorsmart.co.uk  WEBSITE www.doorsmart.co.uk

COMPOSITE DOOR MANUFACTURERS


